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Handlink provides In-Room  
Wireless & Wired Internet Solution 
in the Hotel Cortez in Bolivia

I. Case Overview
The Hotel Cortez in Bolivia is a five-star hotel and the very first brand to 
earned multiple quality certificates such as IS0-9001:2000,IONet and 
IRAM  Warm smile of customer service staff, a nice cozy feel of the 
guest room, fine dining experience, relax pool area has always satisfied 
domestic and foreign customers.

When people are away from home or work, they still expect to connect 
to the internet, wherever they are. With the prevalence of the bring-your-
own-device(BYOD) movement, people carry multiple devices, laptop, 
Ipad, smart phone, etc expecting to connect to Wi-Fi simply all time. 
Therefore, people tend to gravitate toward accommodation which allows 
Wi-Fi connection over those don’t. 

The Hotel Cortez in Bolivia has been looking for Internet solution to level 
up hotel customers’ overall satisfaction which not only enable whole hotel 
area to be covered Wi-Fi signals, To the management team of Hotel 
Cortez, an infrastructure which is PMS compatible is essential, easy to be 
operated and maintenance and at the best scenario is the system ought 
to support multiple control functions including AAA control, bandwidth 
control, and VPS pass through which enforce its information security.

CASE STUDY
Hospitality Industry

1. Quality of Wi-Fi is not stable yet most of the area except guest rooms cannot receive signal to access Wi-Fi, customers 
complaint are often heard. Customers who enjoy swimming or sunbathe has zero connection to Internet.

2. Although Hotel Cortez offer free Wi-Fi to its stay customers and customers who visits for its fine dining however lacking 
control system to ensure each users’ enjoy fair bandwidth and good quality of Wi-Fi service .  

II. Challenge

VPN Pass through
The ISS-7000 allows VPN (PPTP, IPsec and L2TP) traffic pass through, allowing telecommuters and other personnel to 
safely access important or confidential information while traveling. The ISS-7000 allows secure passing of authentication 
information through SSL encryption for both web-based administration and user login. 

One and Centralized server controls all
Handlink established total solution which includes its hero product, ISS-7000, a high speed gateway enable multiple 
functions, and using Handlink switch PoE2404 to connect all pre-implemented in-wall hotspot, WAP-001, in each guest 
room, and individual access point hardware, namely AP-100 for indoor and AP-500 covers outdoor area. ACS (access 
control software) made above simple and easy to operate. ACS runs 24/7 monitoring and does auto restoration and 
auto recovering.  

III. Solution
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Fast and Zero Configuration/ IPnP - Easy to use ! 
The ISS-7000 support IEEE802.ab 1000Base-TX Gbit/s fast ethernet and its unique IP Plug & Play (IPnP) technology allows 
subscribers to connect with ease for broadband access without having to re-configure. Zero configuration is required 
for any devices including, laptop, ipad or cell phones. Users can freely connect to the network and the system will 
automatically configure itself. 

Layer 2 Isolation – Avoid individual’s data to be compromised 
The ISS-7000 enables every wireless or wired subscriber not able to communicate with each other even they are on 
the same subnet. That is the best solution for hotspot security. It avoids individuals’ data to be compromised and 
ease security concern or doubt for hotel management. ISS-7000 enables to separate public and private tunnel which 
means bandwidth for hotel management is not to compromized. 

Bandwidth Management 
The ISS-7000 enables the administrator to limit bandwidth usage on a per user basis (MAC address). The ISS-7000 
supports bandwidth management to avoid overfilling internet tunnel, which would result in network congestion and 
poor performance of the network.   

Low Operational Cost and High ROI 
Hotel Cortez in Bolivia benefited by adopting the total solution proposed by Handlink. The solution starts from full 
function gateway, switch, indoor and outdoor APs and control software ( ACS ) not only proven to work perfectly for 
premium to luxury hotels such as Hotel Cortez however the installation fee is considerably low as once the system is 
set-up, there is no technician on site required, not to mention this whole system shall last and operate effectively for 
many years to come. In addition, by making best usage of Handlink’s gateway ISS-7000, Hotel Cortez will be monetary 
compensated when start to charge for Wi-Fi service.

IV. Features & Benefits
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Sophisticated Billing
ISS-7000 support up to 10 billing profile for hotel management which enable hotel to charge stay customers who shall 
require extra bandwidth for movies or cafe customers by time usage. Sophisticated billing function enable Hotel Cortez 
to earn extra income by creating Wi-Fi access packages up for customers to choose from.


